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This exhibition seeks to make visible the processes of making, and the innovative 
technologies used in those processes. It also explores the ways in which the 
knowledges of producing materials by hand are passed down and held in the body. 
Drawing on practices and technologies translated between kin, and those that are self-
taught, this exhibition makes space for three artists—Mariel Belanger, Tsēmā Igharas 
and Tiffany Shaw-Collinge—to investigate the intersection of technology and memory. 
Using innovative materials and ways of making, the artists investigate the ingenuity of 
Indigenous arts practices passed through communities, families and kin, and those that 
are stored in the memory of the body. 

In her poem “Leaks,” Leanne Betasamosake Simpson writes that the process of 
remembering within the body is a powerful form of resistance.  

I read Simpson’s words as a reminder of the memory held in the body, and as 
a reassurance that embodied knowledge is a kept knowledge, passed between 
generations. Although Simpson is speaking towards specific events, her words are 
meaningful to this exhibition’s development more broadly. The words, “her body 
will remember” speak to the fact that Indigenous women are a resistance and that 
memories are held in the body, and can be interpreted through practice. Through the act 
of making, the artists in this exhibition exemplify survivance: an expression of presence 
and resiliency.

Her Body Will Remember
Mariel Belanger, Tsēmā Igharas and Tiffany Shaw-Collinge
by Erin Sutherland

She’s always going to remember this
You are rebellion, resistance, re-imagination
Her body will remember

- Leanne Betasamosake Simpson, 2013
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Simpson’s words resonate with conversations that I have had with the artists as 
the exhibition developed. While visiting, the artists and I had discussions about the 
knowledge that resides in the blood, and the ways in which that knowledge is shared 
through acts of making. Although each of us have experienced loss of knowledge within 
our communities, a recurring theme among our conversations was one of resistance to 
that erasure, and the revitalization of practices connected to our families. We shared 
that despite a profound loss of practice—leading some of our families to stop making or 
stop talking about their practices—the artists and I had created connections to our kin 
through making. We shared stories about how we learned to create, sometimes from 
family, sometimes in community, sometimes from YouTube or school. For some artists, 
the works included represent practices that were revitalized after a generation or more, 
lying dormant until being renewed. For others, the works indicate an individualization 
of practice, taking up a traditional form for the first time, or exploring traditional forms in 
innovative ways. 

We also shared stories about technologies and materials and the ways in which they 
support the processes of uncovering or living out knowledge of making that are held in 
the body. The artists in this show work in collaboration with technology, working across 
various mediums to explore traditional forms. Blurring lines between Indigenous and 
Western technologies, artists spoke about using novel tools to remember traditional 
ways. Tsēmā Igharas, for example, discussed the role of phone apps in the revitalization 
of Tāłtān language.

Tiffany Shaw-Collinge, Family Pattern 1, 2016, 
3D prints. Courtesy of the Artist
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The works by Tiffany Shaw-Collinge included in this exhibition are from a series titled 
Family Pattern. Each work is developed from found beading patterns left by her great-
grandmother and given to the artist by her grandmother and mother. Using 3D printing, 
CNC milling and laser cutting, the artist reinvents her great-grandmother’s patterns in 
various materials. She activates and interrupts the pattern, working collectively with 
technology while drawing on histories of practice. 

As an artist and architect (which is not to say that that those categories are strictly 
bound), Shaw-Collinge’s point of view lies at a unique intersection of design, materiality, 
and function. The works from the Family Pattern series included in this exhibition 
demonstrate Shaw-Collinge’s engagement with the process, rather than product. Family 
Pattern #2 (2018), for example, is made from a complicated series of processes using 
computerized mapping tools, 3D printing and millwork. The final product includes milled 
foam and a rubber mould. The products, however, are not as important as the practice. 
Shaw-Collinge “misuses” technology, as well as works collaboratively with it, in order to 
interrupt her creative process and to activate her great-grandmother’s process. 

Tiffany Shaw-Collinge, Family Pattern 2, 2017, rubber mold, foam mold. Courtesy of the Artist
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Tiffany Shaw-Collinge, Family Pattern 3, 2019, 
mylar, fishing line, various materials, rocks. 
Courtesy of the Artist
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Tsēmā Igharas’ works also privilege the process over the product. In Tegodi (2018), 
Igharas replicates a hide scraping tool made of bone in alternative materials such 
as resin, bronze and hydrostone. The scraping tool is an example of Indigenous 
technology, used to scrape hide in the process of making rawhide or leather. The tool 
represents the technologies used in the process of making hide, and in making drums 
like that shown in Karaoke Machine (2018-19). Igharas plays with the tool, recreating 
it in “modern” materials, using alternative technologies. Igharas calls this practice 
decolonial design—everyday acts and strategies of design that provide access to her 
traditional knowledge and in the process, untangle the power of colonialism.

The artist also blends the so-called traditional with popular culture, questioning the very 
categories of traditional and contemporary. Drawing on her understanding of Tāłtān 
culture and practice, the artist blurs boundaries between Western and Indigenous 
technologies. Using futuristic and pop culture materials to create works/belongings 
with long histories—such as hide scrapers and drums—Igharas explores Indigenous 
futures, imagining what the future will look like when fabricated by Indigenous peoples. 
By entangling her artwork with that of popularized mediums, Igharas’ work attempts to 
make cultural knowledge more accessible across platforms, in order to imagine that 
future. In Karaoke Machine, Igharas creates a karaoke machine that allows audience 
members (and herself) to learn and feel comfortable singing the Tāłtān song, Yē kāde 
jani. The work replicates a karaoke bar, with projected music videos and song lyrics 
on a screen with a microphone. The artist also includes a tegodi drum stick and a 
moosehide drum that responds to the changing music. 

Tsēmā Igharas, Tegodi, 2018, replicant, resin, bronze, hydrostone, bone. Courtesy of the Artist
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Tsēmā Igharas, Tāłtān Singing Machine, 2018 - 2019, wireless microphone, monitor, speakers, projection, moose-hide drum, 
LED light strip, glow-in-the-dark Tegodi drumstick. Courtesy of the Artist
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Mariel Belanger, tukʷtniɬxʷ - Moon Lodge, 2019, 
tule reeds, hemp rope, saplings, cedar poles. 
Courtesy of the Artist
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Mariel Belanger’s tukʷtniɬxʷ  – tule mat house (2018-ongoing) is the artist’s first moon 
lodge. Belanger’s practice explores how cultural identity is rebuilt through engagement 
in oral history and the performance of Indigenous knowledges. For tukʷtniɬxʷ, 
Belanger studied with knowledge keepers to learn about tules and the ways by which 
sqilxw women continue to harvest and use tules to filter water, weave and produce 
architectural materials. During her studies, Belanger learned about sqilxw women, 
matrilineal societies and the interdependency of sqilxw and the marshlands where tules 
grow. In her artist statement, Belanger writes, “the others don’t know—these places 
need us sqilxw as much as we need them because we are of this land, doing as the 
land instructed us to do.” Belanger explores the knowledge situated in the land as well 
as in the community and in her own body while working through the fabrication of her 
moon lodge. 

Mariel Belanger, tukʷtniɬxʷ - Moon Lodge, 2019, tule reeds, hemp rope, saplings, cedar poles. Courtesy of the Artist
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Linda Hogan writes that she remembers the women—“…they walk inside me. This 
blood/is a map of the road between us”(1993). The work included in this exhibition 
speaks to that memory, the road that links us to our communities and our ancestors.  
For each of the artists, especially Belanger and Shaw-Collinge, the work recreates 
practices passed down between women in their families and communities. The 
embodied knowledges passed between generations are empowered through matrilineal 
patterns. 

When our mind’s memory fails us as a result of the overarching memory of colonial 
imperialism, the body’s memory and embodied knowledge takes over. When our 
access to traditional knowledge is blocked, our bodies become tools to remember. 
When our familial practices have undergone generational  erasures, our collective and 
community-based recollection instructs us. When our mind’s memory fails us, her body 
will remember. 

Hogan, Linda. “Tear.” The Book of Medicines. Coffee House Press, 1993.

Simpson, Leanne Betasamosake. “Leaks.” https://www.leannesimpson.ca/music, 2013.

Thank you to the Kelowna Art Gallery and Tania Willard for their support on this 
exhibition. And to Leanne Betasamosake Simpson for the words that inspired this 
exhibition.
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Artist Bios

Tiffany Shaw-Collinge is an interdisciplinary artist, curator and intern architect 
based in Alberta. She holds a BFA from Nova Scotia College of Art and Design 
(NSCAD) University, a Masters in Architecture from the Southern California Institute 
of Architecture (SCI-Arc) and is currently working at Manasc Isaac Architects. Shaw-
Collinge has exhibited widely including the Architecture Venice Biennale, Winnipeg Art 
Gallery and Pier 21 in Halifax. She has been the recipient of a major commission for 
Edmonton’s Indigenous Art Park, has produced several notable transitory art works and 
is a core member of Ociciwan Contemporary Art Collective.

Tsēmā Igharas (formally Tamara Skubovius) is an interdisciplinary artist and a member 
of the Tahltan First Nation. She uses Potlatch methodology to create conceptual artwork 
and teachings influenced by her mentorship in Northwest Coast Formline Design at 
K’saan (2005/06), her studies in visual culture and time in the mountains. She has a 
Bachelor’s degree from Emily Carr University of Art and Design (2011) and graduated 
from the Interdisciplinary Master’s in Art, Media and Design program at OCADu 
showing her thesis work, LAND|MINE that connects materials to mine sites and bodies 
to the land. She currently a contributing member and representative for ReMatriate 
Collective. Tsēmā has won the 2018 Emily Award for outstanding ECUAD alumni; has 
shown and performed in various places in Canada including 2016 and 2018 Montreal 
Contemporary Native Art Biennial; and internationally in Chiapas, Mexico, Asheville, 
USA and Santiago, Chile.
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Curator Bio

Dr. Erin Sutherland is an Assistant Professor of Cultural Studies at the University of 
Alberta, independent curator and member of Ociciwan Contemporary Art Collective. 
She is of Métis and settler decent and is from Grande Prairie Alberta, currently living in 
Edmonton. Her research focuses on Indigenous performance art and curatorial practice. 
Recent exhibitions include Let’s Talk About Sex, bb, co-curated with Carina Magazzeni 
at the Agnes Etherington Art Gallery in Kingston, Ontario, and Current Terrains curated 
with Ociciwan Contemporary Art Collective at ASpace Gallery in Toronto as part of 
ImagineNATIVE 2018. 

Mariel Belanger, MFA. Mariel is dedicated to contributing in the growth of 
interdisciplinary performance arts as a method to engage Indigenous community, 
language, culture and act as a bridge to society telling stories of our time. As artist 
scholar, her research is about identity through the lens of sqilxw ways of knowing and 
being, customary law, indigenous feminism and performance theory, exploring how 
cultural identity is rebuilt through oral history and performance practice. “I am doing 
nothing new, nothing that hasn’t already been written and recorded. Just carrying on 
as we’ve always done - learning, growing, being Sqilxw Apna the dreaming ones, the 
people now.”
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